
13th Day of Advent 
December 12, 2021 

Isaiah 12:2-6 

 

 
Trust God 
 
As I reflect on 2021, I think many such as myself thought, "Great!  New year, COVID is a thing of the past 
and back to "normal!" However, COVID still exists in some fashion and all throughout 2021 it was a part 
of our lives either directly, indirectly or just "in our face of ordinary discussion".  Our habits, thinking and 
daily lives are just not like 2019.   
 
There are MANY reasons for this, depending on personal beliefs, etc. but I often ask, especially when I 
am inconvenienced, frustrated, annoyed, "what is God trying to teach me/us?". "What is the purpose of 
this continuation and the lesson with this madness?"  "Will this be a lesson learned to appreciate our 
friendships, relationships, love in general?". "Is there a more powerful lesson such a patience?" 
 
God says, "trust in me" and sometimes it is hard not to question.  But we always need to look at the 
good such as: our Care Team ministry recognized the needs for companionship and outreach therefore 
made various deliveries to church members reminding all of us we are loved.,  Our amazing church 
picnic this summer with gorgeous weather, great food and amazing company and hosts., The church 
block party was a huge success and brought not only fellow St. Matthew members together but other 
friends too.,  Vacation Bible School was amazing and even though cut a bit short and all outside, the 
weather was perfect and the kids had wonderful lessons and experiences.  Some people are so 
creative!  Just to name a few as there has and will be so much more.  I believe one of the many lessons 
was everyone brought his/her spiritual gifts which continues to strengthen our bond and values. 
 
As we are approaching the end of 2021, I am constantly reminded of my family's sweet friend Ella's 
passing on Christmas 2020.  It is hard not to be sad but also know she is tumor free and smiling down on 
us from heaven.  As her sister said, "she is a perfect gift for Jesus".  This is TRUST! 
 
We are looking forward to the upcoming Christmas and Advent season with everything it has planned 
for us.  Let this be a time of joy, reflection, lessons, love and ALWAYS trust in God.  May we trust God 
has a plan for each and every one of us and trust in him. 
 
 
Corey Neururer 
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